
THE MEANING OF “PERFORMANCE-BASED TRAINING” 

The duration of the training, and the number of dives necessary are performance-based. We train until the students are adequately prepared 
to plan and dive in an autonomous manner with a teammate without supervision. 

 
Merely performing skills is not enough. Students must show a certain level of mastery in the following fields:  

- fundamental skills (breathing, buoyancy control, trim, propulsion)  
- dive planning (orientation and route, gas needs & limitations, conservatism)  

- awareness (self, global and situational awareness)  
- team’s dynamics (active & passive communication, positioning, pacing & placing)  
- mindset (positive non-egoic motivation, conservatism, etiquette, risk assessment)  

- stress recognition & management (capacity of acting rationally under stress)  
 

The evaluation of this qualities, of course, is relative and reflects the perception of the instructor. CDT Mexico instructors are very experienced 
and specialized in teaching cave and technical divers.  

 
We are caring and conscious of the efforts provided by our students during this demanding course(-s). Surely, we put the bar quite high, but 
we also help and direct you to reach it in the shortest possible time, always keeping the quality and the safety at the centre of our attention. 

 
“Train Hard – Dive Easy” 

 
An additional day of training for reviews and checks is necessary for students coming from another instructors/area and who wishes to 

continue their training with CDT Mexico, or if the previous training was taken more than 3 months prior. 

 

 

BEFORE THE COURSE / BOOKING 

Prior to the start of the course, students need to complete the TDI e-learning if there is one available.  
We will provide the e-learning code to a preferential price of 70 USD. 

Codes are paid in advance together with a down payment of 1 day of training (non-refundable) to confirm the booking. 

 

 

- CAVE DIVING - - THE BASICS - 

Cavern 3 days 900 USD Intro to Tech (Twin-Set) 3 days 900 USD 

Review + Cavern 4 days 1200 USD Technical Sidemount 4 days 1200 USD 

Intro to Tech + Cavern 6 days 1800 USD    

Sidemount + Cavern 7 days 2100 USD - TECHNICAL DIVING - 

Intro to Cave 3 days 900 USD Advanced Nitrox 3 days 900 USD 

Review + Intro to Cave 4 days 1200 USD Review + Advanced Nitrox  4 days 1200 USD 

Review + Cavern + Intro to Cave 7 days 2100 USD Intro to Tech + Advanced Nitrox 6 days 1800 USD 

Intro to Tech + Cavern + Intro to Cave 8 days 2400 USD Sidemount + Advanced Nitrox 7 days 2100 USD 

Sidemount + Cavern + Intro to Cave 9 days 2700 USD Decompression Procedures 3 days 900 USD 

Full Cave 4 days 1200 USD Review + Deco Procedures 4 days 1500 USD 

Review + Full Cave 5 days 1500 USD Intro to Tech + Adv, Nitrox + Deco Proc. 8 days 2400 USD 

Review + Intro to Cave + Full Cave 7 days 2100 USD Sidemount + Adv, Nitrox + Deco Proc. 9 days 2700 USD 

Review + Cavern + Intro to Cave + Full Cave 10 days 3000 USD    

Intro to Tech + Cavern + Intro to Cave + Full Cave 12 days 3600 USD -  WORKSHOPS - 

Sidemount + Cavern + Intro to Cave + Full Cave 13 days 3900 USD Buoyancy Control & Propulsion 

The workshops are 
tailored on demand 

according to the 
students experience and 

needs. 

Stage Cave 4 days 1200 USD Complex Cave Navigation 

Cave Sidemount 3 days 900 USD Line Work 

Advanced Sidemount Cave 5 days 1500 USD Emergency Procedures for Cave Diving 

DPV Cave 4 days 1200 USD Cave Diving Runtime & Waypoints 

Cave Survey 4 days 1200 USD Deco Procedures for Cave Diving 

 

 

PRICE OF TRAINING / DAILY TRAINING RATE 

Technical and cave diving training are performance-based and are charged per day(-s) of training. 

(Additional days of training are sometimes necessary.) 

1 student = $300 USD 

2 students = $540 USD 

3 students = $720 USD 

 

2024 TRAINING PRICE LIST 
- CDT Mexico - 

THE DAILY RATE INCLUDES:  
Transportation from an area between Puerto Aventuras and 

Akumal + Teaching + Certifications + 80cu / 11lt alu cylinder + 
Nitrox32 fills + Weights + Drinking water + O2 kit + Complete 

toolbox + Spare parts. 

THE DAILY RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE:  
Personal diving equipment (it is possible to rent it with us) - cenotes 

park’s entrance fees - food - personal items - e-learning codes. 


